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Welcome to a new season of 
Globe Skateboarding
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When Austyn joined the team, we immediately started working on a 
colorway for him to skate in. Austyn was drawn to the Dover because 
of its simplicity, durability and overall comfort. After adjusting the shoe 
to have a lower profile, internal padding for protection and additional 
holes for breathability, we can proudly say we have rebuilt a classic 
silhouette to be a highly functional skate shoe.

Dover
Shockbed™ Insole for Enhanced Comfort 

Globe’s Super-V™ Outsole 
Stretch Elastic Gore

Austyn
Gillette

BLACK DISTRESS/GILLETTE 
GBDOVER_20554

WOLVERINETM PIG LEATHER

LONDON GREY/GILLETTE 
GBDOVER_14337

WOLVERINETM PIG LEATHER / BLOOMTM TREK RUBBER
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Wolverine Leathers™ + Bloom™ Rubber

The latest collection in our constant pursuit to make the most sustainable skate 
shoe ever, brings together a distressed eco-leather from gold rated tannery 

Wolverine Leathers™, Bloom™ rubber made from algae, and new eco-lasting 
boards made from certified 100% post consumer polyester. These materials 

have been thoroughly tested and proven to be eco-friendlier, more durable and 
fit to perform. Better for skateboarding. Better for the planet.

The Midnight Collection

Blacked out? Or blued out? These classic skate styles 
are dipped in midnight. From sole to upper including 

everything in between this seasonal color is inspired by 
the new ID of our Globe Skateboarding program. 

KEY STORY KEY STORY
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A utilitarian vulcanized skate silhouette featuring Globe’s Shockbed™ 
insole for impact control and Super-V™ outsole for enhanced grip and 
board feel. Tested and developed for skateboarding by our team, 
this evergreen staple is essential.

Surplus
Shockbed™ Insole 
Super-V™ Outsole 

MIDNIGHT BLUE DIP 
GBSURP_13316

SUEDE /CANVAS

BLACK/BLACK/WOLVERINE 
GBSURP_20530

WOLVERINETM PIG NUBUCK/CANVAS

BLACK/CREAM/MONTANO 
GBSURP_20515

SUEDE/CANVAS
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The sequel to the Los Angered originally designed for Dion Agius, the 
second coming has morphed into a preferred high top of our skate team. 
Globe’s Shockbed™ insole for impact control and Super-V™ outsole for 
enhanced grip and board feel highlight the details of this future classic.

Los Angered II
Shockbed™ Insole 
Super-V™ outsole 

DISTRESS GREY/BLACK 
GBLAII_15310

WOLVERINETM PIG LEATHER / BLOOMTM TREK RUBBER

BLACK WOLVERINE/MONTANO 
GBLAII_20535

WOLVERINETM PIG NUBUCK

BLACK/ANTIQUE 
GBLAII_10892

SUEDE
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We replaced the laces with Velcro straps and added a rubber toe cap 
for increased durability. A refined shape from the classic Motley for 
improved fit and feel while maintaining all the features of the original 
skate classic. A seamless toe design and reinforced heel for durability 
and vulcanized construction for board feel and grip

Motley II Strap
Shockbed™ Insole 
Super-V™ outsole 
Seamless Toe Box

BLACK/WHITE 
GBMOTLEY2S_10046

SUEDE/CANVAS

OILED BLACK/BLACK 
GBMOTLEY2S_20568

OILED SUEDE / CANVAS / BLOOMTM TREK RUBBER
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Aesthetically inspired by the DNA of our past heritage classics with a modern 
focus on skate function and durability this layered vulcanized high top is 
designed purely for skateboarding. Built to last with multi-layered, rubber 
backed ollie protection. Globe’s Shockbed™ insole for impact control and 
Super-V™ outsole for enhanced grip and board feel.

Dimension
Shockbed™ Insole 
Super-V™ Outsole 

MIDNIGHT BLUE DIP 
GBDIME_13316

SUEDE/ACTION LEATHER/SYNTHETIC LEATHER/MESH

BLACK/WHITE 
GBDIME_10046

ACTION LEATHER/CANVAS

WHITE/MONTANO 
GBDIME_11789

ACTION LEATHER/SUEDE/ORGANIC COTTON



MOTLEY II STRAP – AARON KIM
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Mark Appleyard’s classic vulcanized skate silhouette with added rubber ollie 
patch for durability. Just like the original Mahalo the Mahalo Plus also features 
Globe’s Shockbed™ insole for impact control specifically formulated for Mark 
and Super-V™ outsole for enhanced grip and board feel.

Mahalo Plus
Shockbed™ Insole 
Super-V™ outsole 

GREY DIP 
GBMAHALOP_14156

SUEDE /CANVAS

ITALIAN CLAY/ANTIQUE WHITE 
GBMAHALOP_29087

SUEDE /CANVAS

BLACK/ANTIQUE 
GBMAHALOP_10892

PIG SUEDE/CANVAS
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Inspired by the classic loafer this vulcanized slip-on is designed for 
skateboarding featuring Globe’s Shockbed™ insole for impact control 
and Super-V™ outsole for enhanced grip and board feel.

Liaizon
Shockbed™ Insole 
Super-V™ Outsole 

BLACK DISTRESS/WHITE 
GBLIAIZON_20563

WOLVERINETM PIG LEATHER / BLOOMTM TREK RUBBER

DISTRESS GREY/BLACK 
GBLIAIZON_15310

WOLVERINETM PIG LEATHER / BLOOMTM TREK RUBBER

BLACK/WASTED TALENT 
GBLIAIZON_20456

FULL GRAIN LEATHER
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KEY SUSTAINABLE INFORMATIONKEY SUSTAINABLE INFORMATION

Skate function and durability continue to drive the design 
process of our footwear as we source more sustainable materials 
to lessen our impact on the environment. Through partnerships 

with companies such as Bloom™, Wolverine Leathers™ and 
Waste2wear™, we have introduced more eco-friendly alternatives 
that have proven to be steps in the right direction. Our continual 
mission of making the most sustainable skate shoe ever rolls on. 

Better for skateboarding. Better for the planet.

Better for Skateboarding. 
Better for the Planet.



KEY SUSTAINABLE INFORMATION KEY SUSTAINABLE INFORMATION

BLOOMTM TREK RUBBER

Globe is the first skateboard shoe company 
to use BloomTM new Trek Rubber. BloomTM 

cleans up algae from waterways, and 
converts it into a material that can be 

added to the rubber in our outsoles. It’s 
rubber made with algae – and has been 

tested by our skaters for durability.

We continue our relationship with 
Wolverine leathers, using their most 

durable pig nubuck. Pigs are much more 
environmentally friendly than cows, 

using less natural resources to raise, 
and producing less methane gas.

WOLVERINE LEATHERS®

We take what would normally be 
throw away scraps from the factory 
floor and recycle them into usable 
outsoles. This process prevents 

rubber from ending up in our landfills 
and is better for our environment.

UPCYCLED RUBBER

Cotton grown with organic agriculture 
methods uses fewer pesticides than 
conventional cotton, and therefore 

reduces exposure to toxic chemicals 
that can end up in the ground, 
air, water and our food chain.

ORGANIC COTTON

We continue to expand our offering of vegan 
friendly footwear which uses processes 

and materials that are free of animal 
products and animal testing. Our focus is 
on using high quality synthetic substitutes 

that perform and stand up over time.

VEGAN FOOTWEAR

A shoe’s lasting board is a sheet of 
material that connects the shoe’s upper 

with its sole.  Beginning from this season, 
all our lasting boards will be made from 

certified 100% post consumer polyester, 
to reduce our use of virgin materials.

POST-CONSUMER LASTING BOARDS
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